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F ROM T HE P RES I DE NT
The days have been
growing shorter, soon the leaves
will be turning followed by frost
and steelhead trips. However,
over the summer, the Board of
Directors have developed an ambitious strategic plan. With ALL of
our help to implement the plan,
the chapter will not only will survive, but will thrive. The focus of
this newsletter is Glade Run. It is
amazing to think that this stream
was dead not to long ago. It now
is home to native book trout up to
8-inches and the surrounding
area provides a place for
“nuisance” black bears and other
creatures.
As for our projects:
Capacity Building Grant –The
strategic plan that was developed through this grant is nearly
complete. Some of the objectives
of the Strategic Plan Include,
strengthen and develop an engaged Board of Directors, develop
and secure the nursery, increase
direct contributions, sponsor a
Youghiogheny River Symposium,
conduct a tour of the treatment
facilities, and grow to at least 50
members who attend three meetings, serve on a committee, or
work on a project each year. Look
for the completed Strategic Plan
in the near future.
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Alkaline sand addition on Glade Run. See Ben Moyer’s article below

Another component of the
Capacity Building Grant was
an audit of the chapter’s website. The chapter received
suggestions for minor design
and functional improvements
to the website and high
marks for its social media
pages.
Laurel Hill CreekThe Growing Greener funded
Critical Area Resource Plan
(CARP) continues to be on
hold by the PADEP in Harrisburg. The Steering Committee for the CARP will touchbase with DEP to see when
this project will proceed.

The Growing Greener funded
Stream Bank Stabilization and
Habitat Improvement Project
located above the Upper Delayed Harvest Fishing area in
Laurel Hill State Park has
been completed by the Somerset Conservation District
and the PA Fish & Boat Commission.
The Growing Greener funded
Sediment Grant is now
closed. The sediment grant
was for an assessment of the
Upper portion of Laurel Hill
Creek. It was determined that
most of the sediment load in
this upper section during winter and spring are from runoff
Continued on page 3.

• Membership Meeting: Wednesday,
November 13th, 2013, Knights of
Columbus, Uniontown, PA 7:00 p.m.
• Membership Meeting: Wednesday,
December 11th, 2013, Knights of
Columbus, Uniontown, PA 7:00 p.m.

CRTU CONTINUES GLADE RUN ALKALINE SAND PROJECT BEN MOYER
On May 15, CRTU placed 184.25 tons (eight tri-axle loads) of low-silica alkaline sand on the Glade
Run headwaters on State Game Lands 51. Trucks delivered the sand from the Quality Aggregates
quarry in Lawrence County. CRTU members met the trucks in Chalk Hill and led them to the three remote treatment sites. Five loads were placed at the primary treatment site on the Glade Run main
stem, two on the Big Piney tributary and one on Little Piney. Spotters directed the trucks to back up to
streamside so that the loads “coned” about halfway into the stream channel. Continued on page 2.
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CRTU CONTINUES GLADE RUN ALKALINE SAND PROJECT (CONT.)
This allows the stream to begin receiving sand immediately, but to continue to incorporate additional sand during high-flow
events. Some planning is required to position the loads because “turn-around” spots are few and the trucks cannot pass one another on
the narrow roads within the game lands.
Continual water sampling in Glade Run and Dunbar Creek since the Glade Run Projects inception show marked improvement in
pH and alkalinity resulting from the alkaline sand additions. First recommended to CRTU by Mark Killar of the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy’s Watershed Services division, alkaline sand moderates acid mine drainage as small particles of sand are washed into the
stream and worn in the current, gradually releasing their calcium carbonate molecules. Because the small particles are easily moved and
abraded in the current, the technique avoids the negative effects of “scaling,” which renders larger limestone aggregates chemically inert
over time.
CRTU wishes to thank the Game Commission’s southern Fayette County wildlife conservation officer Brandon Bonin for his help
and cooperation in unlocking the game lands gates, allowing access to CRTU’s treatment sites.
CRTU president Scott Hoffman has been conducting water sampling in the Glade Run watershed and needs volunteers to help in that
effort. Please contact Scott (412.596.5436 cell or email him at smh_1959@yahoo.com) if you can help with sampling. It’s a good way to
help with one of CRTU’s long-standing projects, get a first-hand look at a beautiful remote area of the local mountains, and maybe find
some good brook trout fishing in the bargain.

GLADE RUN PROJECT YIELDS UNEXPECTED BENEFITS FOR WILDLIFE
BEN MOYER

CRTU’s Glade Run Project was planned and nurtured to restore wild brook trout to Glade Run and the Dunbar Creek headwaters.
But, unexpectedly, CRTU is helping the region’s black bear population to expand while also avoiding human conflicts. Game Commission
wildlife conservation officer Brandon Bonin reports that the system of old logging roads that CRTU improved to provide access to the alkaline sand treatment sites, and the treatment sites themselves, provide him with an ideal place to release nuisance bears trapped in other
parts of Fayette and surrounding counties.
When Bonin traps a bear that’s been marauding sweet corn or ravaging beehives, he uses the Glade Run roads to access the most remote
interior parts of State Game Lands 51. There he sedates the bear long
enough to remove a pre-molar tooth for aging, measures the bear’s waistline
with a graduated tape to estimate its weight, tags both ears with an identification number, and tattoos the same number inside the upper lip. Bonin
then waits for an hour or so for the bear to wake up and amble off into the
woods above Glade Run. “This is great bear habitat back in here,” Bonin
said. “There’s plenty of natural food and cover. Working with bears is my
favorite part of my job.”
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Fayette County wildlife conservation officer Brandon Bonin measures a bear’s circumference to estimate its weight.
This bear had been destroying sweet corn patches around Markleysburg. Bonin released the 211-pound male at
one of CRTU’s alkaline sand treatment sites on Glade Run within State Game Lands 51.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (CONTINUED)
from the farming community and during the summer and fall the sediment is from the eroded banks. Therefore, it makes sense to
develop a partnership with the farming community to assist them in using the best management technologies on their farms and
also to apply for funding to continue stream bank stabilization projects on specific locations throughout this upper section.
Jonathan Run–PADEP selected Biomost (not the chapter) to apply for a Growing Greener grant to fund construction of improvements to remediate the AMD discharge from PURCO’s mining operation.
Morgan Run- The preliminary recommendations for construction related improvements from Trout Unlimited’ s AMD technical assistance program are to remove accumulated precipitates and debris from surface of compost, stir compost and limestone
layers, add 450 tons of limestone and install floating baffles. The estimated cost for this work is approximately $50,000. The chapter hopes to secure funding for these improvement in the near future. Based the recommended improvements, the chapter plans to
request the PADEP to delay preparation of the Growing Greener Plus funded Operation, Maintenance, and Replacement Plan until
after the improvements are constructed.
Glade Run Alkaline Sand Project - Rob Ryder attributes the steady growth in macroinvertabrates in Glade Run over the past
three years to a dramatic drop in acidic deposition resulting from a 23.6% decrease in coal-fired electricity generation. The sand has
not had to work as hard. Testimonials by local anglers indicate catching and releasing large numbers of native brook some up to 8
inches is now the norm and not the exception. It is amazing to think that this stream was dead not to long ago. We plan to place
approximately 170 tons of sand on the banks of Glade Run, Big Piney and Little Piney later this fall. The sand and subsequent analysis will be funded by a Growing Greener Plus Grant.

GLADE RUN SAMPLING ADVENTURE

SCOTT HOFFMAN

Here’s an interesting sidebar from my collecting samples on Glade Run in early September. I walked down the Big Piney Drainage collected the samples and walked back out in record time. It was refreshing to feel the cool air as I descended to Glade Run. I wish I
had marked the route as travel in/out went so well. I am always caution where I step. The route in most places is very steep, rocky, and
with many dead falls. At any dead falls I cross, I look under the log, on top of it, step on top of the log, look under the other side of the log,
look where I intend to step before I step off of the log. This may seem very tedious but since rattle snakes sometimes position their
heads on the top of logs, or lay along side of logs to ambush their prey, I believe this to be a good practice and well worth the extra time
to avoid an encounter with a rattler. I collected the initial sample at Little Piney and began to walk down the Game Lands road to the
collect the samples in Glade Run. I had learned the hard way walking in Little Piney down to Glade Run wasn’t the way to go. Instead the
better route is to walk down the Game Lands road approximately 1/4 mile make a left and descent down the mountainside to Glade Run.
I walked to what I thought was the required distance down the Game Lands road to make the left to begin my descent. However, just off
the edge of the road in front of me was approximately 10-15 yds. of waist high golden rod and grass before the tree line began. I started
walking through the grass noticing it was thicker than it looked and farther to the tree
line than I estimated. As I got about half way through the grass, I thought to myself
this wasn’t a good idea, and I pushed the tops of some golden to the side to see
where I was steeping. I caught a glimpse of a rock and then I heard a sound that will
be forever etched in my brain. The sound wasn’t extreme loud; more like the rustling
of reeds rather than a baby’s rattle but is was distinct and unmistakable. I froze for
what seemed like an eternity but it was only for a few seconds. Fortunately, just off to
my right maybe 3 feet in front the tops of the golden rod moved in a serpentine pattern AWAY from me. I did my best Husain Bolt impression and sprinted back to the
Game Lands road. After I collecting myself, I decided to continue with the sampling.
Fortunately, the sampling proceeded without incident except for having to dodge the
fresh bear scat.
After I arrived home from my sampling adventure, I decided to grill some
steaks and enjoy a relaxing meal. Just after I started the grill, my next door neighbor
started her electric weed trimmer and I almost pooped my pants!
The next time Glade Run will need sampled the golden rod and grass will
have died, the rattle snakes will be in their dens, but there was all that bear scat!
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Chestnut Ridge Trout Unlimited
Chapter #670
P.O. Box 483
Uniontown, PA 15401

We’re on the web at
www.ChestnutridgeTU.org
CRTU INSTRUCTS SCOUTS
Trout Unlimited's mission is
to conserve, protect and
restore North America's trout
and salmon fisheries and
their watersheds. Trout Unlimited's Chestnut Ridge
Chapter has been a leader in
coldwater conservation in
southwestern Pennsylvania
since 1995. With its efforts
focused on the watershed of
the Youghiogheny River,
Chestnut Ridge TU works for
cleaner streams, public
awareness of water quality
issues, and high quality trout
fishing for the region’s residents and visitors.

DALE KOTOWSKI

The Laurel Highlands Council of Boy Scouts of America held its annual Mountainfest on September 20th-22nd, 2013. An estimated 1,800 scouts converged on the Heritage Reservation in
Farmington, PA for this weekend-long camporee.
During the retreat, both Cub and Boy Scouts had the opportunity to choose from over twenty
offerings in which to participate on Saturday. Spirits were undampened during the all-day rain as
campers enjoyed activities ranging from archery, canoeing, rowing, rifle and shotgun to climbing,
mountain biking, tomahawk throwing and a 5K run.
In addition to the above, there were nearly thirty displays/demonstrations available to promote the scouts’ education in different areas of interest. These involved contributions from the Heinz
History Center, Fort Ligonier, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, The Flight 93 Memorial Chorus and
much more.
Chestnut Ridge Trout Unlimited was represented by Dale and Cynthia Kotowski. Scouts
were instructed in fly casting techniques, they honed their fly tying skills and even managed to catch a
fish or two from Lake Courage. A good time was had by all and these young men will renew your faith
in the next generation!

LAST CAST

FROM THE EDITOR

CRTU member Ben Moyer jokes with
Musar by asking him to catch a trout for
a newsletter photo. Musar cast his special-creation fly and caught the biggest
trout of the day on that very cast. “Just
coming through in the clutch for CRTU,”
Musar said.
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Official Newsletter of CRTU

Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/ChestnutRidgeTU and on twitter at
https://twitter.com/ChestnutRidgeTU.
Many thanks to CTRU members Ben Moyer and Dale Kotowski for their contributions to this
issue of the newsletter.
Scott Hoffman

